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AUGMENTED CLASS!
AUGMENTED REALITY FOR EDUCATION

Nowadays, educators (both from regulated and non-regulated education) count on technologies

such as mobile devices, tablets, electronic boards etc. in their classrooms. However, they lack from

both the educational materials to use them with and the knowledge and/or time needed to develop

those "technological" materials. Thus, the use of these devices is minimum (reading pdf-s on tablets

etc.) wasting the great potential new technologies have as educational support systems.

Augmented Class! is born from the necessity demanded by the creators of digital resources for

education, allowing users to create their own Augmented Reality (AR) apps through a friendly

interface, without previous knowledge in computer development. Similar to "PowerPoint" for

presentations or "1&1 My Web" for web pages. Nowadays, if a person wants an AR app it has to be

custom developed; our solution eliminates this barrier universalizing the access to AR.

AUGMENTED REALITY & CHEMISTRY: AN EXPLOSIVE COMBINATION

Chemistry education in early ages encounters several difficulties, including the shortage of experimentalism due to the lack of time and/or resources. Another obstacle is the

difficult task of making children understand abstract and little (or nothing at all) visible concepts. In order to overcome these gaps and increase students’ attention we can turn to

new technologies. Teachers are already used to including videos from experiments they cannot perform in classrooms, but we can go beyond that. Augmented Reality is a

technology which is being introduced and which, with the arrival of smartphones and tablets, is no doubt going to succeed.

Augmented Reality must not be mixed up with Virtual Reality. It doesn't immerse us in a parallel world, but it increases the

information surrounding us in the real world. In that sense, we have conducted an experiment in Primary Education, oriented

to the use of AR in Chemistry education on children. Under the supervision of lecturers from the Chemistry Department of the

University of La Rioja, two End-Of-Degree Project students, of Computer Grade and Primary Education Grade respectively,

have developed this study as their EoF projects. Several classes and materials about "the matter" have been developed in

AR. The initial curiosity from children has turned into fascination by the end of the class. The only secret: moving two simple

cards in front of the camera that in the projector become 3D atoms, nearly popping out from the screen, including also a

combustion reaction with fire. The class with AR has boosted students' curiosity, excited with these new materials, and it has

also enchanted their teachers. This experience, along with the universalization of the creation and access to the AR

resources, makes Augmented Class! an education-oriented service that allows, without technical notions, to create AR

apps and share them very easily.

Augmented Class! allows, on the on hand, to create educational AR projects, in an

easy and quick way, which can later be used by teachers and students through mobile

devices, both in classrooms and out of them. On the other hand, it provides with a

sharing environment where those projects can be exchanged, feedbacking the system

and encouraging its exponential growth. It is also a modular platform that can be adapted

both to individual users and institutions.

WWW.AUGMENTEDCLASS.COM


